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Effects of pesticides, pathogens, nutrition and their interactions on bee health

New tools for risk assessment of bee health
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PoshBee: WorkPackages (WPs)

Arafah K et al., Proteomics 2019
DOI: 10.1002/pmic.201900268
WP9_OMICS of agrochemical responses in bees

Spotting of haemolymph samples with matrix onto the MALDI target

Mass Fingerprints & Statistical Models (30 /exp.condition)
Objectives: Selection & Identification
- Reference mass fingerprints
- Statistical models to classify stressors

Characterization & Marker Selection (pools, 3 replicates)
Objectives: Identification and characterization of stress markers
- Protein identification and quantification
- Gene ontology and biological pathway analysis
WP9_OMICS of agrochemical responses in bees

Data integration

Data compilation and integration to:
✓ ANSES findings on agrochemicals, principal pathogens, and pollen diet
✓ CREA transcriptomic findings

An integrated and dynamic European database of omic changes in response to agrochemical and/or pathogen exposure and nutritional stress

A multi-scale monitoring tool for sanitary policy and beekeeper best practice
WP9_OMICS of agrochemical responses in bees
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